Abstract -The distribution of good and bad chips on a semiconductor wafer typically results in two types of regions, one that contains both good and bad chips distributed in a random fashion, called a "non-zero yield region," and the other that contains almost all bad chips, called a "zero yield region." The yield of a non-zero yield region is modeled by well understood expressions derived from Poisson or negative binomial statistics. To account for yield loss associated with zero yield regions, the yield expression for non-zero yield regions is multiplied by Yo, the fraction of the wafer occupied by non-zero yield regions. The presence, extent, and nature of zero yield regions on a given wafer provide information about yield loss mechanisms responsible for causing them.
MOTIVATION
Rapid technological advancements in the semiconductor industry have led to increase in integration and decrease in dimensions of electronic devices in integrated circuit (IC) chips. This has resulted in an overwhelming increase in the complexity of semiconductor manufacturing and sensitivity of IC performance to process fluctuations enhancing the ever present challenge of obtaining high yields. Since almost all yield loss is known to take place at the wafer level, we define yield as the ratio of the number of chips that are tested functional on fabricated wafers to the number of chips on these wafers that have the potential to be functional.
The semiconductor IC manufacturing process involves modifying physical composition and geometry of semiconducting material in complex patterns and in extremely small dimensions to achieve desired electrical function from the IC. Disturbances and fluctuations in the manufacturing environment cause deformations in the IC structure which in turn may cause the chip to become nonfunctional. The deformation mechanisms encountered by an IC can be broadly classified into two categories, local and gross [ 11. The gross deformation mechanisms affect all chips in a region of the wafer or the entire wafer in a similar fashion whereas the local deformation mechanisms affect small areas of isolated chips independently of other chips on the wafer. Examples of local deformations include pinholes [ 2 ] , pipes [3], and photolithography spot defects [l] . Manufacturing errors such as mask misalignments, variations in process temperatures and heating durations, and nonuniform impurity concentration across the wafer form some examples of gross deformation mechanisms.
The chips that fail due to local disturbances should be found randomly and independently distributed on the wafer. Gross disturbances will cause bad chips that form large groups or clusters on the wafer owing to the fact that gross disturbances affect continuous regions of wafers. The nature of local and gross disturbances is consistent with the observation that the distribution of failing chips on wafers can be categorized into two types of regions. One of these types of regions consists of both functional and nonfunctional chips distributed in some random fashion and the other consists of almost all failing chips. We term the former a "non-zero yield region" and the latter a "zero yield region." Figure 1 shows an example of a wafer that has a region with almost random distribution of good and bad chips and a continuous region with almost all bad chips. We represent a bad chip by a black site and a good chip by a white site to reflect the fact that chips tested bad on a wafer are marked with a red ink dot and chips tested functional on the wafer are left blank.
Figure 1:
A wafer of a commercial IC product that has a region with both good and bad chips mixed in a random fashion and a region with almost all bad chips.
Yield loss due to local deformation mechanisms is referred to as "defect limited yield loss" and the yield loss due to gross deformation mechanisms is referred to as "gross yield loss." The defect limited yield or yield of the non-zero yield regions is modeled by well understood expressions derived from Poisson or negative binomial statistics. The gross yield loss or yield loss that results due to the zero yield regions is modeled by a multiplicative factor called Yo [2,3,4,5]. Yo is the fraction of wafer area that is occupied by non-zero yield regions, i. e. the regions that encountered only local deformation mechanisms. It is given as follows:
where So is the area occupied by all the zero yield regions and S is the total wafer area. Yo appropriately models gross yield [3,5] because it gives the fraction of the wafer that is not prevented by the gross deformation mechanisms from having any good chips. The overall wafer yield, I: is given by scaling the defect limited yield, Y, , by the Yo factor to account for the %act that only Yo fraction of the wafer is available for defect limited yield.
The gross disturbances are reduced as a fab matures and the process technologies become better understood. Hence, a desirable situation in semiconductor manufacturing is to eliminate all gross yield loss mecha-0-7803-2713-6/$3.00 81995 IEEEnisms from the fab or, equivalently, drive the value of Yo towards one. Whether a wafer contains zero yield regions is therefore useful information for process engineers responsible for yield diagnosis because the presence of zero yield regions implies that the wafer encountered gross deformation mechanisms. The severity of these gross deformation mechanisms is measured by the magnitude of Yo. Also, the Yo value enables calculation of the defect limited yield, Y, , using Equation 2.
This defect Limited yield should be compared with the yield predicted by the defect limited yield models instead of the overall wafer yield to establish success of these yield models.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
This work addresses the problem of finding zero yield regions, which are caused by gross deformation mechanisms, on a given wafer. Two statistical methods are developed and investigated. The first method, named a "spatial randomness test," takes as input a wafer map, a two dimensional map that shows locations of good and bad chips on a wafer represented as 1's and 0's respectively, and detemunes whether the wafer contains any zero yield regions. One or moire zero yield regions exist if the failing chips are spatially correlated (Ilarge areas of failing chips) and no zero yield region exists if the failing (:hips are spatially uncorrelated (isolated failing chips). The second method, named a "method to calculate Yo,'' takes the wafer map and the output of the first method as inputs and statistically finds those bad chips that belong to any zero yield regions. Finding zero yield regions is equivalent to calculating Yo since it is the fraction of the wafer that is occupied by non-zero yield regions. Statistical methods, as opposed to algorithmic methods, are needed to detect and find the zero yield regions because visual inspection shows that the presence, size, location, and shape of the zero yield regions and wafer yield all vary from wafer to wafer even for wafers in the same lot.
THE SPATIAL RANDOMNESS TEST
A theoretically powerful test for spatial randomness is constituted by fitting the two dimensional wafer map data to the Gibbs4Markov Random Field (GNRF) model [6]. The GMRF model is a probability model for distribution of values on a lattice (a coordinate space) and takes into account the effect of the lattice values at different locations on each other. The dependence of the value at a particular location on the rest of the lattice is captured through the neighbors of the location. The parameter estimates for the model are information on wheither the values on the lattice are distributed independently and randomly, i. e. the lattice contains no zero yield regions, or whether the data shows clustering or aggregation of like elements, i. e. the lattice contains one or more zero yield regions. However, optimal or maximum likelihood estimation of GMRF becomes computationally intractable for lattice sizes of interest, e. g. lattices bigger than 10x10. We develop a spatial randomness test using a set-theoretic statistical image analysis tool called the aura framework [7,8,9, lo] , which has been shown to be a reformulation of the G/ MRF [7, 9] . The aura framework based spatial randomness test is modest in its computational requirements. Aura can be intuitively described as "the presence of set B in the neighborhood of set A" and is based on the neighborhood dependent idea similar to the GNRF. We first define some terminology and introduce the aura framework before discussing the spatial randomness test. The aura matrix, AM, for a given lattice is defined as the matrix containing all the possible aura measures for the lattice. Since we are considering binary lattices only, the aura matrix AM is given as
The aura matrix for a particular neighborhood structure contains information with respect to the neighborhood structure on spatial dependencies in the lattice. Ttie aura matrix becomes diagonal if like elements cluster together and becomes antidiagonal if like elements repel each other on the lattice. The spatial bias information contained in an aura matrix can be quantitatively extracted by defining a normalization of the aura matrix to calculate a correlation coefficient between site values. The normalized aura matrix, M, is defined as follows: r We notice from property 2 above that the rows of the matrix M sum to 1. Hence, M is a stochastic matrix. The elements of M, called the miscibility measures, have a probabilistic interpretation similar to the elements of the transition matrix of a Markov chain. The coefficient pAB can be interpreted as the conditional probability that a given site of value A has in its neighborhood a site of value B. The probabilistic interpretation enables us to write the correlation, R (v) , covariance, C (v) , and correlation coefficient, p (v) , of the lattice site values where a symmetric neighborhood structure N that has v members is assumed. The magnitude and sign of the correlation coefficient are information on the extent and type of spatial dependence in the distribution of site values on the lattice. If the sites values are independently and identically distributed over the lattice the correlation coefficient will be close to 0. It will be greater than zero if like values tend to occur together, i. e. one or more zero yield regions exist, and less than zero if like values separate from each other and attract the elements of the other set.
The aura matrix captures clustering or dispersion information with respect to the neighborhood structure that is used to calculate the aura measures. We calculate five aura matrices for each lattice using 8-nearest, 2-nearest horizontal, 2-nearest vertical, 2-nearest right diagonal, and 2-nearest left diagonal neighborhood structures. If a lattice contains no zero yield regions, all five matrices will result in correlation coefficients close to zero. If a zero yield region is present without any directional preference, e. g. an irregularly shaped splotch, all five matrices corresponding to stated neighborhood structures will have correlation coefficients greater than zero. If the zero yield region has directional bias, e. g. vertical stripes, then only the matrix that corresponds to the particular direction neighborhood structure, e.g. vertical, will result in a correlation coefficient greater than zero.
We show [6] that the trace of the normalized aura matrix is related to the correlation coefficent in the following manner:
Hence we only need to calculate the trace of the normalized aura matrix to obtain information on spatial bias in the lattice. We will refer to the trace of the normalized aura matrix simply as trace.
A finite lattice with random distribution of 1's and 0's will result in a trace value close to 1. We find limits on the trace values to constitute a band of values centered at 1 called the randomness band. The trace values for lattices with random distributions will fall in the randomness band. A trace value smaller than the lower bound on the randomness band will indicate dispersion in the lattice and a trace value greater than the upper bound on the randomness band will indicate clustering in the lattice. We use the concept of training a system from the field of pattern recognition and machine intelligence to find the randomness band. A few hundred pseudorandom lattices are simulated with different yield levels to form a training data set. The training procedure consists of calculating the trace for each of the lattice in the training data set. The randomness band desired is then constituted by values that fall between the minimum and maximum of trace values for all the lattices. Figure 3(a) shows trace values for lattices with random distributions and with clusters of 0's added. In these lattices, 1's are represented by white pixels and 0's are represented by black pixels. Also C, H, V, LD, and RD represent trace values calculated using neighborhoods that are 8-nearest, 2-nearest in the horizontal direction, 2-nearest in the vertical direction, 2-nearest in the left diagonal direction, and 2-nearest in the right diagonal direction respectively. The trace values that fall outside the randomness bands for the respective neighborhood structures indicate spatial dependency and are shown in bold prints. 
THE METHOD TO CALCULATE Yo
This method identifies those bad chips that belong to zero yield regions or, in our representation of wafers, the method identifies those 0's that belong to clusters of 0's. The identification of clusters of 0's constitutes an unsupervised clustering problem since no assumptions are made about the presence, number, location, size, and shape of these clusters of 0's on the lattice. The non-zero yield regions are assumed to have an independent and identical distribution (i.i.d.) of 1's and 0's. Hence, each location in the non-zero yield regions has an independent and identical probability P of being good. The value of the parameter P for the non-zero yield regions is given by the ratio of the total number of 1's to the total number of sites in the non-zero yield region!;.
We form an initial estimate of P as the ratio of the total number of 1's in the lattice to the total number of sites in the lattice. 'This estimate is used to assign each 0 on the lattice to one of the two classes, "n" for non-zero yield regions and "z" for zero yield regions or clusters of 0's.
A new estimate of P is formed by ignoring clusters of W!;, and is then used to reassign all the 0's to one of the two classes, "n" or "z". This procedure is iterated until the classification of 0's no longer changes. The decision of assigning a 0 to "n" or "z" is made by finding yield (ratio of 1's to total number of sites) in a defined neighborhood of the 0 and comparing this neighborhood yield with a threshold T. The procedure of finding 0's that belong to clusters of 0's and calculating Yo is as follows: 1. Start: P = Pold = (total number of 1's on the lattice) / ISI.
2.
Update T, a defined threshold: T = P -n x JT, -where n is a positive number determined experimentally. 3. Visit each 0 and find yield, yn, for a defined neighborhood structure N. yn = (number of 1's in the neighborhood) / IN.
where INI is the total number of sites in the neighborhood !structure N.
4. Update P. P = (total number of 1's on the lattice) / (IS1 -total number 5. If (P -Pold) > E, Pold = P and go to step 2. Else go to step 6. E is a small number used as a criterion for convergence of the iterations.
Yo
The method concludes when the value of P does not change significantly which implies that the classification of 0's stayed almost the same. At this stage, the value of the parameter P for the ]non-zero yield regions and the classification of 0's between clusters of 0's and the nonzero yield regions become consistent with the distribution of 1's and 0's on the lattice.
The method essentially tests for the hypothesis that a given 0 on the lattice belongs to a cluster of 0's. A 0 well within a cluster of 0's will be surrounded by all 0's and will have a yn value close to zero. A 0 in a non-zero yield region will be surrounded by both 1's and 0's such that it is likely to have a yn value close to P. We compare yn for each 0 with T, which is a number less than P, instead of P to take into account of the variance of the neighborhood yield, yn, in the non-zero yield regions. The yn value for the non-zero yield regions is a binomial1 random variable given as follows:
of "z" 0's).
P ( l -P ) E ( y n ) = P , 0 2 ( y n ) = -IN ,
The choice of T as P minus n standard deviations of yn a.ccounts for the variability of yn from its expected value of P in the non-zero yield regions. The threshold T acts as a lower limit on the y,n value for the non-zero yield regions. When the calculated neighborhood yield for a given 0 is greater than T the zero is assigned to the non-zero yield regions and vice versa.
The fact that Tis kept greater than zero will help in identification of 0's on edges of the clusters of 0's. The edge members of a cluster of 0's will have both 0's in the cluster of 0's and 1's and 0's in the bordering non-zero yield region as their neighbors. This will result in a yn value greater than zero but less than the yn value for the non-zero yield regions. The fact that T, a lower limit on the value of yn for the non-zero yield regions, is greater than zero makes correct classification of edge members of clusters of 0's highly likely. The value of n should be chosen to optimize the tradeoff between keeping the value of Thigh enough for detection of edge members of clusters of 0's and low enough to take account of variance of yn in the non-zero yield regions. We treat both n 279 and E as parameters of the method developed and determine them using a training data set.
A symmetric neighborhood structure is considered to be an appropriate choice since no knowledge is assumed about the shape of cluster boundaries. A small neighborhood structure will prevent wrong class assignments of 0's on the boundaries of clusters of 0's because few members of the bordering non-zero yield regions will be treated as neighbors of these 0's. However, a small neighborhood structure may result in an incorrect class assignment for a 0 in a non-zero yield region because of high variance of the neighborhood yield. The neighborhood yield, yn, for the non-zero yield regions has a variance that is inversely proportional to the neighborhood size IN. Similarly to the choice of n, a tradeoff between detection of edge members of clusters of 0's and accounting for variance of yn in the non-zero yield regions also exists in the choice of the neighborhood size. A second order nearest neighborhood structure, shown in Figure 4 , optimizes this tradeoff fairly well if the noise level in the non-zero yield regions is not too high. Specifically, we assume P 2 0.2, where Pis the Bernoulli parameter for the non-zero yield regions. The clusters of 0's may exhibit directional preference, for example the 0's may form horizontal or vertical stripes. In such cases choice of the neighborhood structure should depend on the type of dependency present in the lattice, i. e. the neighborhood structure should be chosen in the same direction as the direction of spatial dependency present in the lattice. The outcome of the aura framework based spatial randomness test which gives information on presence and type of the spatial dependence in a binary lattice is used to select the neighborhood structure. For example, if the spatial randomness test indicates a vertical dependence then a second order nearest subneighborhood that contains neighbors in the vertical direction only is used. The second order nearest neighborhood structure shown in Figure 4 is used if no specific directional dependence is indicated by the spatial randomness test. Figure  3 (b) shows both calculated and actual Yo values for four example lattices. The value calculated by the method is denoted by Y,c and the actual value, known since either none or one cluster of 0's of known size is added to each lattice, is denoted by Y,a.
ANALYSIS OF WAFER MAP DATA
The methods developed were applied to two different IC products of a leading semiconductor manufacturing company. The two products were chosen at random from a choice of wafer map data for several different products manufactured and marketed in the recent past. We name the selected products, product A and product B. A total of 606 wafer maps of product A and 284 wafer maps of product B were available for analysis. Both the products were fabricated on 4-inch silicon wafers. Due to differences in chip sizes of the two products, product A has a total of 456 chips per wafer and product B has a total of 900 chips per wafer.
The available wafers for each product are divided into two groups, group L, for local deformation mechanisms, and group G , for gross deformation mechanisms. Based on the outcome of the spatial randomness test, the wafers with zero yield regions are classified to group G while those with only random distribution of failing chips are classified to group L. The wafers in group L encounter only local deformation mechanisms while wafers in group G are subject to both local and gross deformation mechanisms. Hence, wafers in group G should, on average, have yield lower than yield of group L wafers. It is important to note that this correlation of wafer yield to its category will hold only for yield averaged over a sufficiently large number of wafers in each group since both the size of zero yield regions and the yield of non-zero yield regions are independent of each other and vary from wafer to wafer. Table 3 shows that the average yield of group L wafers is higher than the average yield of group G wafers for both the products A and B. The gross random deformation mechanisms can be treated to be randomly incident on some of the wafers all of which are subject to the same local deformation mechanisms. A wafer in group G therefore has a zero yield region superimposed on the same process of local deformation mechanisms as encountered by wafers in group L. The defect limited yield, the yield of non-zero yield regions, for the two groups should therefore be equal. We use the relation to calculate the average defect limited yield of a group of wafers. Equation l l follows from Equation 2 because it is implied in our assumptions about the local and gross deformation mechanisms that Yo and Y, are independent random variables. The Yo values in Table 2 provide us with Iegitimate reason to assume a value of unity for Yo of wafers in group L, i. e.
Using this assumption and the Yo values calculated for group G, we show in Table 4 We observe from Table 4 that the match between group L and group G defect limited yields is highly accurate. Given the unsupervised clustering nature of the detection and measurement of zero yield regions, we claim that the extracted defect limited yields for the two groups have matched much better than one would expect at the onset of such an analysis.
CONCLUSIONS
Two statistical methods are developed. The first method takes as input a given wafer map and detects the presence of zero yield regions on the wafer. The second method takes the output from the first method and the wafer map as inputs and finds those bad chips that belong to zero yield regions, or equivalently it calculates Yo, the fraction of the wafer occupied by non-zero yield regions.
The application of the methods developed to wafer maps of two different IC products show that the average yield of wafers with zero yield regions is lower than the average yield of wafers with only random mixing of good and bad chips, and the average defect limited yield of wafers with zero yield regions is equal to the average defect limited yield of wafers with no zero yield regions.
The above results validate the model that a wafer consists of one or both of the two types of regions; zero yield regions which contain almost all bad chips and non-zero yield regions which consist of both good and bad chips mixed in a random fashion. Also, the methods developed are useful for yield analysis and diagnosis. If a wafer is found to possess one or more zero yield regions, we conclude that the wafer encountered gross deformation mechanisms. The Yo value constitutes a measure of the severity of gross deformation mechanisms encountered by the wafer. The Yo value also enables better evaluation of the defect limited yield models since it can be used in Equation 2 to find the defect limited yield of the wafer.
